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Proven Veeva Vault 
Migration Solution

When Migrating Legacy Data To Veeva Vault, 
Here’s How To Achieve100% Confidence
100% of the Time.

Veeva Vault is transforming regulated content management for life sciences
by providing a platform and suite of applications that brings content,
partners, and processes together in the cloud.

Of course, the cloud is a big place. So when you decide to migrate your legacy data to Veeva Vault you want 
to make sure it gets there with minimal risk.

That’s where Valiance Partners comes in. Used in over 400 migrations to date, our TRUmigrate and 
TRUcompare have been successfully integrating with Veeva Vault since early 2012. In fact, it’s become the 
preferred pathway for migrating legacy data to the Vault.

But that shouldn’t come as a surprise. After all, our unique data migration testing application provides 100% 
verification of data and content. And we do it without retesting over and over again. Or going over budget
or over schedule.

Valiance Partners is the leading provider of GxP migration software and services when compliance and 
business risk demand getting it right. In addition to working with Veeva to successfully deliver solutions and
collaborate on enhancements to their API for migrations, we also offer out-of-the-box solutions for a wide 
variety of other sources, applications,and technologies.
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Proposals and Pricing
Call us at 800.880.4540 to complete a few scoping questions and and we will quickly 
compile your pricing and proposal.
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MIGRATION CHALLENGES
•Volume
•Mapping Complexity
•Data Cleansing
•Timeframes

Extraction, Transformation, and Loading Process

Optional 100% Automated Migration Testing and Validation

Since 2006, TRUmigrate and TRUcompare have helped our clients experience 100% testing with their data 
migrations for the same or less than what they would have paid for traditional manual testing techniques.

Whether you have modest volumes of data or millions of documents; a single system or a large scale 
consolidation; with Valiance Partners you can rest assured that your data migration will be done right the 
first time.

We promise we’ll not only migrate your legacy data to the cloud, your confidence in the results will put you 
on cloud nine.


